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Abstract 
 
Singular Value Decomposition can be considered as an effective method for Signal 
Processing/especially data compression. In this short paper we investigate the application 
of SVD to predict data equation from data. The method is similar to nonlinear ARMA 
method for fitting a nonlinear equation to the data. 
 
Introduction  
 
Von Neumann, during World War II came out with a data, which looked random. 
Frequency analysis of data showed that it has a wide spectrum and poor correlation. So 
many came up with a conclusion that the data is random. But the data was generated by a 
simple dynamical system the Logistic Map: Xn 1+ 4 Xn⋅ 1 Xn−( )⋅  
 
And now it is well known that a deterministic dynamical system can generate random 
looking or chaotic sequences.  We know that practical data in most cases are non-
stationary, it may include noise and it is always generated by some non-linear 
mechanisms. The data can appear complex, if there is some non-linearity. It is also 
possible that the underlying dynamics might be of lower dimensions. 
 
Geometry of chaotic data 
 
State space reconstruction of data is the creation of a higher dimensional, deterministic 
state space from a lower dimensional time series. This is an old idea in statistic literature 
[Whitney 1936]. Later this idea was introduced to dynamical systems [Packard et. al. 
1980, Aeyels D. 1980, Takens 1981]. This method became very important in dynamical 
systems because it was demonstrated that the reconstructed state spaces do preserve 
geometrical invariants like eigen values of a fixed point, fractal dimension of attractor, 
Lyapunov exponent of trajectory, topological entropy etc. 
 
Takens Embedding 
 
Given the time series data a simple embedding can be represented in terms of a set of 
vectors which can be arranged in the form of a matrix as shown below. 
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This matrix is a collection of vectors each of dimension “m”. According to the Whitney 
embedding theorem, the time delay state space reconstruction is an embedding if m>2D. 
 
In the time delay matrix, each column is regarded as a vector or point in a higher 
dimensions and the dynamics of the system is supposed to proceed from column to 
column. 
 
 
Fitting a polynomial to data 
 
Suppose some data is available from a nonlinear system. For example if the data 
is generated from a simple dynamical system like the logistic map. Now the data is going 
to look like chaotic/random. It is possible to fit a higher order polynomial to the data. 
………………….(merits and demerits of fitting a polynomial) 
 
 
SVD and embedding 
 
Here we describe a single method to fit a nonlinear equation to the data with the 
help of singular value decomposition and time delayed embedding. 
We know that the original dynamics of logistic map is only one-dimensional, 
even if we embed the data in 3 or higher dimensions it has still one-dimensional 
dynamics. That is the projection of manifold in to 2D looks like a parabola.  i.e. when we 
do embedding , this one dimensional manifold is sitting in a higher dimensional object 
say R
n
. 
 
We have taken the data, made the delayed vectors and created the matrix out of those 
vectors. i.e. we have embedded it in a higher dimension ‘n’. 
According to Whitney’s theorem we need an embedding dimension greater than 2. 
For practical purpose let us set ‘n’ as 4 or 5. 
 
Now we need to add some nonlinear columns to the delayed matrix. It can be the square 
of any column or the product of 2 columns and so on, if you need to predict a quadratic 
equation. It can be the cube of any column or the product of columns if you need predict 
a cubic equation. 
 
If you do the Singular Value Decomposition of the extended time delayed matrix,  
N U W⋅ VT⋅
 
 
Examine the orthogonal matrices U and V and the singular values of N. If there is any 
relation between the time delayed vectors and corresponding nonlinear columns, 
corresponding singular value will go to zero. We can extract information from the vector 
in V matrix, which corresponds to the nonlinear columns of N. 
 
 
 
Programming Details 
 
 
SVD nonlinear ARMA model 
How to predict equations from data? Suppose some data is available from a nonlinear 
system. You have given the data. You need to predict the equation from data. Here data is 
generated from a simple dynamical system the logistic map.  
 
Generation of data  
 
h .01:=
       
 
X X0 0←
Xn Xn 1− h+←
n 1 100..∈for
Yn 4 Xn⋅ 1 Xn−( )⋅←
n 1 100..∈for
X Y( )
:=  
 
 
n 0 100..:=  
Y X0 1,( ):=  
g x( ) 4 x⋅ 1 x−( )⋅:=   Function is defined 
 
We have selected an initial condition and applied map 1000 times and generated data z 
Initial condition, z0 .02:=  
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z z0 z0←
zn g zn 1−( )←
n 1 1000..∈for
z
:=  
 
 
n 0 1000..:=  
 
 
So the graph shows the randomly spaced data points generated from the chaotic logistic 
map. Plotting z versus z+1 we get the logistic map (time delayed embedding in 2D) 
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Prediction of Equation from Data 
 
(1) Prediction of Quadratic Equation  
 
Now our aim is to predict the equation from the data points.  
First of consider the time delayed vectors, when m = 5 for example a 5x 5 matrix of 
delayed vectors is shown below 
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This program creates Takens matrix for any number of columns and rows 
N z z←
k 0←
yi j k−, zj←
j k k 4+..∈for
k k 1+←
i k k 5+..∈for
y
:=  
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=  
 
Now let us add the square first column to the matrix. 
 
N N N←
Ni 5, Ni 0,( )2←
i 0 5..∈for
N
:=
 
 
Now lets do the singular value decomposition of matrix N 
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m rows N( ):=  
n cols N( ):=  
U submatrixsvd N( ) 0, m 1−, 0, n 1−,( ):=  
N U W⋅ VT⋅  
V submatrixsvd N( ) m, m n+ 1−, 0, n 1−,( ):=  
W diag svds N( )( ):=  
U W⋅ VT⋅
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Notice that the V matrix has its last column with some zero elements in it. 
N U W⋅ VT⋅
UT N⋅ V⋅ W
 
 
Consider matrix U. now u (n) is defined as the transpose of nth column of U.
 
u n( ) U n 
T
:=
 
Similarly v (n) is the nth column of V 
v n( ) V n :=  
 
So the nth singular value is given by    
λ n( ) u n( ) N⋅ v n( )⋅:=  
 
 
 
And the last singular value is zero 
λ 5( ) u 5( ) N⋅ v 5( )⋅( ) 0
 
 
u 5( ) 0.7227633− 0.5134351 0.0866124 0.3786429− 0.0314141 0.2492763( )=  
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now  
λ 5( ) u 5( ) N⋅ v 5( )⋅( ) 0
 
 
u 5( ) N⋅ 0 0 0 0 0 0( )=  
N v 5( )⋅
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First column in the time delay matrix is Xn 
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Second column in the time delay matrix is Xn+1 
 
N 1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The last column is Xn square 
 
N 5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We know that 
v 5( )0 0.6963106−=  
v 5( )1 0.1740777=  
v 5( )5 0.6963106=  
So solving the equation 
0.6963106− Xn⋅ 0.1740777 Xn 1+⋅+ 0.6963106 Xn( )2⋅+ 0 
0.6963106 Xn⋅ 0.6963106 Xn( )2⋅− 0.1740777 Xn 1+⋅  
0.6963106
0.1740777
Xn⋅
0.6963106−
0.1740777
Xn( )2⋅+ Xn 1+
 
 
and  
 
0.6963106
0.1740777
4
 
 
We get 
4 Xn⋅ 4 Xn( )2⋅− Xn 1+
 
 
 
4 Xn⋅ 1 Xn−( )⋅ Xn 1+
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 The non-linear Quadratic equation is predicted from data. The method works for cubic 
and quartic cases too. 
 
 
